When a student is obsessed with Japanese animation and comic books or gung ho about studying karate,
its a great time to introduce the Japanese foreign language related to these ac tivities!
As technology helps race society forward--breaking down traditional, distance and time barriers
to communicating with lands overseas, studying a foreign language becomes more than just an
academic requirement to full a state standard in school. Mastering a foreign language has become
essential for getting ahead in a rapidly changing, fast paced, international world in which we live.
While Spanish seems like its practically becoming a standardized second language, studying rare, Asian languages
like Japanese and Chinese seems like a unique activity for children. Parents can empower children with an advantage
for their adult future by combining a child’s adoration of foreign culture and media into developing employable
skill sets that few others have. Give YOUR child an advantage for fast growing multi- cultural world in which
they will be living as an adult. Enroll them in Japanese Studies programming.
Kanji Camp is a year round Japanese studies classroom for children and adults who wish to learn Japanese skills for a
variety of reasons. Our traditional classroom offers motivated learners opportunities to study Japanese language via
a disciplined, traditional learning system. Our students explore culture through hands on activities and creative
projects. Our curriculum offers students essential language skills via vocabulary and grammar lessons as well as vital
culturally appropriate social training for real world situations in Indiana or abroad.
Students in our Japanese classroom study the language for intellectual fun and opening academic doors,
expanding college or graduate school options and pursuing adventurous career options in international markets.
We offer anime lovers (and their friends) an option that will open doors and enable students to spend time
on a skill that will make them unique as their animation interests!

